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SHEAN (SZMPLIFZEDHUMANERROeANALYSZSCODE) ANDAUTOmmTEDTHERe

BY: ,lAMESR. WILSON
MESTINGHOUSE IDAHO NUCLEAR COMPANY

One of the most widely used human error analysis tools is THERP(Technique for
Human Error Rate Prediction). Unfortunately, this tool has the following
disadvantages"

I) The analyst should have a backgroundin human factors. Two problems
arise from this" Few facilitieshavehuman factorsexpertsavailable,and
those that do, often use them as "fill in" That is, a proLabilisticrisk
assessment(PRA) analystmodels the overailevents and the human factors
expert determinesthe human failure rates. This create-'" error-prone
interfacebetweenthe two analystsdue to the myriad of a_sum;.,ionsnot
explicitly developed in the logic model or text (e.g., communication
between any two individuals is never perfect, especially where the
disciplines differ so greatly and new ground may be covered by the
analysis).

2) THERP is a complicated,detailed technique. This gives rise to two
relatedproblems" The analysisitselfis very time consuming,and results
between different analysts tend to be very inconsistent,mostly due to
differencesin the detailed assumptions. For instance,in the benchmark
exercises conducted by the European Joint Research Centre, 11 teams
working on the same facilityderivedresults with THERP that differed by
almost four orders of magnitude on the first pass.I (Clarificationof
assumptionssubsequentlytightenedthis range greatly,but emphasizedthe
need for such clarificationearly in the analysis).

The Nuclear RegulatoryCommission,realizingthese drawbacks,commissionedDr.
Swain, the author of THERP, to create a simpler, more consistent tool for
deriving human error rates. That effort produced the Accident S_quence
EvaluationProgram Human ReliabilityAnalysis Procedure(ASEP),which is more
conservativethan THERP, but a valuablescreeningtool.

ASEP involvesansweringsimplequestionsabout the scenarioin question,and then
lookingup the appropriatehuman _.rrorrate in the indicatedtable (THERPalso
uses look-uptables, but four times as many).

The advantagesof ASEP are that humanfactorsexpertiseis not required,and the
training to use the method is minimal.

Althoughnot originalliyenvisionedby Dr. Swain,the ASEP approachactuallybegs
to be computerized. ThatWINCO did, callingthe code SHEAN,for SimplifiedHuman
Error ANalysis. The code was done in TURBO Basic for IBM or IBM-compatibleMS-
DOS, for fast execution. WINCO is now in the process of comparingthis code
againstTHERP for various scenarios.

The SHEAN code produces a series of menus that walk the analyst through each
human error evaluation. Becauseour facilitiesspan 40 years of construction,
the state of human factors design differs greatly. For this reason, a human
factorsteam was broughtin to evaluatethe basic HEP (humanerror probability)
for each of WINCO's major facilities. The basic HEPs varied between0.01 and
0.05. Figure 1 illustrateshow the user is reqL'estedto name the human error
scenario he's about to work on, the scope of the analysis (screening or
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detailed),and the building in which the scenariooccurs. A basic HEP is then
automaticallyassigned.

To continuethe analysis,the analystanswersquestionsabout recoveryfactors
to adjustthe basic HEP for that facilityto the specificHEP for each scenario
within that facility (see figure 2). In parenthesisafter each question below
is the maximum HEP reductionfactor allowed and the error factor ("EF") that
determines the uncertainty. These factors are not simply multiplied together
when severalof these questionshave"yes" answers(that'swhy this analysismust
be table-driven):

I) Are alarms or compelling signals present after commission of the
error? (If "yes," the specificHEP for this scenariois negligible). In
figure 2, the user answered "no."

2) Is an operabilitytest done after the error? (0.01, EF=2).

3) Is some form of self-checkinginvolved (two workers, or a single
worker using a written checklist at a different time or place)? (0.1,
EF=2). Note that a single worker can only approach this degree of
reliabilityif a checklistis used at a differenttime or place than the
originaltask (a checklistis definedas a permanentdocumentthat has the
user's signaturealong with the system conditionnoted).

4) Is either a once-a-shiftor daily check of componentstatusconducted
using a written checklistafter error commission and prior to accident
initiation? (0.1, EF=2). If this regular checklist function is not
performed before the accident can take place, this question must be
answered negatively.

5) Does supervisionsign off that the actionwas correctlydone? (0.1,
EF=I).

If common cause is involved,the followingmust be determined (see figure 3):

I) How many componentsare involved(betweenI and 5)? In the unlikely
case that more componentsare involved,the THERP approachwill have to be
used.

2) Are the componentsin seriesor parallel?(Amultiplierof two to five
for series applications. Inother words, for each subsequenthuman action
required,the total error rate increases).

3) If the configurationis in parallel,is the level of dependencezero,
"halfway"or complete?(0.025to 0.00025,EF=5 to 8).

A problemwe have encounteredin past human error analyseswas the audit trail
or record of all decisions made during the assignment of human error
probabilities. Such a record enforces consistency over the course of the
analysis, recording and justifying each determination. Upon request, the
computercode printsout the name,medianvalue,upper and lower bound,and error
factor for each HEP derived, and the answer given for all the questionsabove
(see figure 4).



The resultsgiven by the SHEAN code are conservative(or pessimistic)• This is
a naturaloutcomeof a method so simpleand generic,but it allowsthe method to
be usedby PRA analystswith minimumtraining. For this reason,WINCO uses SHEAN
as a screeninganalysis. Some of the values producedby the screeninganalysis
may be so conservativethat they unrealisticallyaffect the overall system
failurerate. In such cases, WINCO requestsa THERP expert to reanalyzethese
high values,deriving more realisticvalues using the more complextechnique.

To aid the THERP expert,WINCO has computerizedthe THERP tables,incorporating
recovery values discussed in the text of the accompanyingdocument,2 but not
includedin the tables. The tables and resultantsearchroutine (see figure 5)
have also been abbreviated,eliminatingthe time-dependentperformance-shaping
factor (high-stress,short-timepost-accidentactivities).Time-dependentpost-
accident activities are almost never encountered in WINCO's processing
environmentwhere preventionis the primarydefense.

As an additionalaid to the human factorsanalyst,this same codecontainsexpert
opinion (Delphi)distributiondeterminationand evaluationtechniquesdescribed
in Reference2. These can be used where on-siteexpertsor data present better
HEPs than those derived from THERP.

Currently,WINCO is exercisingbothTHERPand SHEANcodes,comparingresults,and
lookingfor pitfallsleadingto nonconservatisms.Thus, in the near future,the
"one/two punch" of SHEAN and THERP computer codes will offer increased
flexibility to our human factors analysis effort, eliminating many analyst
interfaces,reducing training needs and allowing our THERP experts to be used
more effectively.

References:

I. A. Poucet, "Insights from the Benchmark Exercises and impact on
MethodologicalDevelopment,"ReliabilityEngineeringand SystemSafety31 (1991)
65-90•

2. A. D. Swain,and Guttmann,H. E., Handbookof Human ReliabilityAnalysiswith
Emphasison NuclearPower PlantApplications,USNRC,NUREG/CR-1278,August 1983.
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ICPP-ASEP QUESTIONAIRE

Type HEP Name Desired" By-pass Vlv Mispositnd

Screening/Detailed Analysis Desired' d

Human Factors (HF) adjustment for *By-pass Vlv Mispositnd*

CPP AREA FACILITY

( 601 )
FSB ( 603 ) --- SPACE-BAR to select facility...

NWCF --- ( 659 )

FAST --- ( 666 ) then

FPR ( 691 )

Other - Facility -_ ENTER (CR) to record selection...
New Construction

{ F1 (function key) to redo page --- ESC to MENUs & DOS }

Figure I" Computer Screen #I -- Human Factors Adjustment



Recovery Factors (RF) adjustment for *By-pass Vlv Mispositnd*

I. Are there ALARMS (compelling signals) present? {Y/N] N

2. Is an OPERABILITY TEST performed after error committed? {Y/N} y

3. Are TWO workers involved in HEP Name OR does a single worker

check .job using a written CHECKLIST at a DIFFERENT

TIME/PLACE? {Y/N} v

4. Is there a SHIFTLY or DAILY CHECK of component status using a

written CHECKLIST? {Y/N} N

5. Does a SUPERVISOR SIGN-OFF that the action was correctly

done? {Y/NI N

(Press P to redo page)

Figure 2" Computer Screen #2 -- Recovery Factors
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HEP MODIFICATION for MULTIPLE-COMPONENT SYSTEMS

Are there multiple-components or systems where your HEP Name
is implicated? {Y/N} y

Select number of multiple-components or systems" {2,3,4,5] 4

Is your HEP Name in Series or Parallel as related to

components/systems7 {S/P} P

In the parallel configuration is there: {Z,H,C} HD

Z (ZD) -== not dependent on HEP Name neighbor(s)

H (HD) _ about 'halfway' dependent on HEP Name neighbor(s)

C (CD) ==_ completely dependent on HEP Name neighbor(s)

{ Press R to Redo page -- Press other keys when asked -- ESC to MENUs & DOS }

Figure 3" Computer Screen #3 -- Multiple Component Dependencies



ICPP-PRA SUMMARY

Your HEP Name : By-pass Vlv Mispositnd

Your PRA Level : DETAILED for New Construction

Your HFs • Overall CPP Qualification Rating is GOOD

with a Multiplicative Factor of 0.6?

Your RFs : ALARMS not present
OPERABILITY test effective

Two workers OR one with written CHECKLIST

No PERIODIC CHECK with written CHECKLIST

COMMON CAUSE considered under Dependencies

No SUPERVISOR SIGN-OFF that action correctly done

Your Dependencies: 4 components/systems are in PARALLEL with HD

Your HEP Value : 2E-05

EF Value : I0

UB Value : 2E-04

LB Value : IE-05

{ F1 for new HEP Name -- ESC to Menus & DOS -- ENTER (CR) for new HEP Name }

Figure 4: Computer Screen #4 -- Audit Trail
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Figure 5: Nominal HEPSe]ection Flowchart for AutomatedTHERPCode






